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Electrons in the pyrochore iridates experience
a large interaction energy in addition to a strong
spin-orbit interaction. Both features make the iri-
dates promising for realizing novel states such as
the Topological Mott Insulator. The pyrochlore
iridate Eu2Ir2O7 shows a metal-insulator transi-
tion at TN ∼ 120 K below which a magnetically
ordered state develops. Using torque magnetom-
etry, we uncover a highly unusual magnetic re-
sponse. A magnetic field H applied in its a-b plane
produces a nonlinear magnetization M⊥ orthogo-
nal to the plane. M⊥ displays a d-wave field-angle
pattern consistent with octupolar order, with a
handedness dictated by field cooling, leading to
symmetry breaking of the chirality ω. A surprise
is that the lobe orientation of the d-wave pattern
is sensitive to the direction of the field when the
sample is field-cooled below TN , suggestive of an
additional order parameter η already present at
300 K.
The pyrochlore iridates, comprised of networks of ver-
tex sharing tetrahedra [1, 2], have emerged as candidates
for investigating the role of interactions in topological
matter [1, 3]. The phase diagram is predicted to have
topological states with exotic excitations [4–8]. At each
Ir4+ site, the five 5d electrons occupy the 6 t2g orbitals
derived from dxy, dyz and dzx states (crystal field split-
ting lifts the eg orbitals high above the t2g manifold). The
large spin orbital interaction (SOI) splits the t2g mani-
fold into a J = 12 doublet with energy λ and a J =
3
2
quadruplet with energy −λ/2 [3, 9, 10]. At the critical
temperature TN ∼ 120 K, Eu2Ir2O7 undergoes a tran-
sition to an insulating state (Fig. 1A) [11–14] where a
magnetically ordered state emerges [15–22].
In a magnetically ordered state, the free energy F and
the magnetization M of a system can be expanded, up
to third order, as follows, viz.,
F = −Md ·H − χpijHiHj −QijHiHj − ωijkHiHjHk(1)
Mi = −∂F/∂Hi = Mdi + χpijHj +QijHj + ωijkHjHk(2)
Here Md (vector) is the conventional dipolar order, Qij
(second rank tensor) is the quadrapolar order, ωijk (third
rank tensor) is the octupolar order, and χij the conven-
tional paramagnetic susceptibility, with i, j, k referring
to components along the unit cell vectors a, b, c. Md,
Qij , ωijk represent independent order parameters respec-
tively. We note that, whereas Md, Qij , ωijk all change
their sign under inversion or time-reversal (e.g. inverting
the field cooling direction), χij (the paramagnetic sus-
ceptibility describing the Zeeman effect) is unaffected by
these operations. Specifically, under time reversal, the
magnetization M of the system becomes,
Mi = −Mdi + χpijHj −QijHj − ωijkHjHk (3)
Comparison between Eqs. 2 and 3 shows that χij trans-
forms differently from Qij (as well as M
d and ωijk). We
also note that for systems with inversion symmetry like
Eu2Ir2O7, the quadrapolar term Qij vanishes (F → F ,
Qij → −Qij , H → −H). Therefore, the free energy F
and magnetization M for Eu2Ir2O7 can be written as
F = −Md ·H − χpijHiHj − ωijkHiHjHk (4)
Mi = M
d
i + χ
p
ijHj + ωijkHjHk ≡Mdi +Mp +M⊥(5)
The third term of Eq. 5, M⊥ = ωijkHjHk, which we call
orthogonal magnetization, directly detects the octupolar
order ωijk. We note that for a conventional antiferromag-
net/ferromagnet, only the first two terms of Eq. 5 exist
and the third term ωijk is absent. Therefore, the detec-
tion of the orthogonal magnetization M⊥ = ωijkHjHk is
direct evidence for the “hidden order” of the system.
Although the magnetization described by Eq. 5 is very
interesting, no experiment has been reported. In our ex-
periments, a field H = (Ha, Hb, 0) confined to the a-b
plane produces a nonlinear magnetization M⊥ normal to
the plane. Depending on the field cooling direction, the
observed orthogonal magnetization takes the following
forms
M⊥ = ωχ
yfc
⊥ HaHb (±y-axis field cooling) (6)
M⊥ = ωχ
xfc
⊥ HxHy (±x-axis field cooling) (7)
where the susceptibility χ⊥(T ) describes its T depen-
dence (an additional phenomenological term η is dis-
cussed below). In our set-up, we define the (lab) x and
y axes as rotated by 45◦ relative to the lattice vectors a
and b of the pyrochlore unit cell [xˆ ‖ [11¯0], yˆ ‖ [110] and
zˆ ‖ [001]] (Fig. 1B). We emphasize that the direction
of M⊥ cannot be inferred a priori from the signs of Ha
(Hx) and Hb (Hy). By necessity, its appearance sponta-
neously breaks a Z2 symmetry (the system spontaneously
chooses ω to be either +1 or -1).
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2We contrast our case with the trivial case of Gd2Ti2O7
(with TN ∼ 1 K) in which the applied magnetic field
distorts the spin configuration to induce a conventional
dipolar magnetization Md = Mtrans, previously called
“transverse” magnetization in [23, 24]. Mtrans does
not involve breaking of a Z2 symmetry, but just comes
from conventional Zeeman coupling term −Md ·H. Cru-
cially, the suppression of this Zeeman-induced coupling
in Eu2Ir2O7 via large exchange energy Jeff & TN ∼ 120
K allows the octupolar response M⊥ = ωijkHjHk to
emerge. See method section for more discussion.
We now discuss the experimental data of torque mag-
netometry. The axis of the torque cantilever is aligned
‖ xˆ. With H in the a-b plane (at an angle ϕ to yˆ), the
torque signal is given by τ = MzHy – the torque detects
the magnetization component Mz normal to the plane in
which H lies (Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3).
In Eu2Ir2O7, Mz consists of three terms Ms ∝ H0,
Mp ∝ H, M⊥ ∝ H2, viz. Mz = Ms + Mp + M⊥. Ac-
cordingly, the observed torque (with ϕ and T fixed) can
be represented as
τ ≡ τs + τp + τ⊥ = αH + βH2 + γH3. (8)
(We refer to the H-even and H-odd parts as τeven ≡ τp =
βH2 and τodd ≡ τs + τ⊥ = αH+γH3, respectively.) The
first term αH corresponds to a field independent mag-
netization Ms ≡ α/ cosϕ. The second term τeven – the
largest term in our field range – comes from a paramag-
netic magnetization Mp ≡ βH/ cosϕ. In contrast to Ms
and Mp which persist up to 300 K, the third term γH
3,
which onsets below TN = 120 K, corresponds to the or-
thogonal magnetization M⊥ ≡ γH2/ cosϕ arising from
the octupolar order.
By antisymmetrization, we can isolate τodd, which we
plot in Fig. 1C at 5 K. The plot clearly shows theH3 vari-
ation produced by M⊥ (plus a term from Ms). Dividing
by H, we then isolate M⊥ as a parabola displaced verti-
cally by a constant term Ms (Fig. 1D). We note that the
sign of the constant, sgn(Ms), reverses between sweep-up
and -down curves as expected. However, sgn(M⊥) and
its absolute value (namely, the curvature of the parabola)
stay the same, implying completely different origins be-
tween M⊥ and Ms (as well as Mp). The contrast sharply
excludes the possibility that the orthogonal magnetiza-
tion M⊥ comes from contamination by the dipolar term
Md. If M⊥ came from the dipolar term Md, it would
have shared the same hysteresis patterns of Ms. Below,
we identify that Ms is related to the phenomenological
η term which is already present at 300 K. The striking
rigidity of sgn(M⊥) implies an unusual domain-wall fea-
ture of the octupolar order. The procedure is repeated
over selected angles 0 < ϕ < 360◦ to isolate the T de-
pendence of M⊥ from 5 K to 300 K.
First, we examine the angular variation of M⊥ at 5 K.
As shown in Fig. 2A, the curve of τ⊥ = M⊥H cosϕ vs. ϕ
is plotted. The angular variation is nominally described
by the red curve representing a d-wave form cos 2ϕ (Panel
B), viz.
M⊥(T, ϕ) = χ⊥(T )H2(1 + η cosϕ) cos 2ϕ, (9)
where the “orthogonal” susceptibility χ⊥(T ) grows like
an order parameter below TN . The parameter η, which
distorts the d-wave pattern, is a phenomenological term
that represents an additional order that already exists
at 300 K (see below and section I D of method section).
The results in Fig. 2A were measured after field-cooling
in the (9 T) field Hfc ‖ −yˆ. We find that M⊥ changes in
sign if Hfc is inverted. We identify the chirality ω = 1 if
Hfc ‖ −yˆ (and -1 if Hfc ‖ yˆ). This symmetry breaking of
the chirality sharply distinguishes the octupolar nature
of M⊥ from “transverse” magnetization Md = Mtrans
whose origin is strictly dipolar.
Further evidence for the octupolar origin of M⊥ de-
rives from the hysteretic behavior of the domain walls
(DWs) vs. T . In conventional dipolar magnets, H exerts
a strong force on the DW because of dipolar coupling. By
contrast, for the DW between octupolar domains, a much
weaker force is expected. We next describe evidence that
the DWs for M⊥ are virtually immobile at low T . As
already noted in Fig. 1D, sgn(M⊥) is “frozen”, unlike
sgn(Ms). As T is raised above 25 K, the reversibility gives
way to a large hysteresis. At 60 K, τ⊥ is strongly hys-
teretic (Figs. 3A and 3B show the hysteresis observed for
the two d-wave patterns attained with different Hfc). In
Figs. 3C and 3D, we plot the T dependence of M⊥ mea-
sured in up-sweep (red circles) and down-sweep traces
(blue) from 5 K to 150 K with ϕ fixed at the lobe max-
ima.
A striking pattern is that the difference between the
red and blue curves (the “hysteresis amplitude” ∆M⊥)
is largest near 75 K, but rapidly decreases to below res-
olution for T < 25 K. This decrease fits well to the ther-
mal activation form e−∆/T with ∆ = 170 and 220 K
in C and D, respectively (Supplementary Fig. S6). At
each T , ∆M⊥ measures the distance of DW diffusion
on our timescales (sweep rates of 1 T/min). Hence the
activated form implies diffusion times that grow expo-
nentially with decreasing T . The activated form explains
why sgn(M⊥) is frozen at 5 K in Fig. 1D. Once a do-
main pattern is established at 5 K, it is very difficult to
erase the pattern because the DWs are immobile on ex-
perimental timescales. Both the activated form and the
frozen configuration at 5 K reflect the weak coupling of
octupolar DWs to H. By contrast, the field independent
term Ms has a very different hysteretic behavior vs. T
(Supplementary Fig. S4).
An unexpected finding is that the angular orientation
of the d-wave lobes can be rotated by cooling in a field
Hfc parallel to −xˆ, breaking the underlying lattice sym-
metry between two “equivalent” axes x-axis and y-axis
(the system is cubic). Cooling to 5 K in the new Hfc
leads to the plot of M⊥ shown in Fig. 2C. The d-wave
pattern (with ω = 1) is now shifted by 45◦ (Fig. 2D) and
described by
M⊥(T, ϕ) = χ⊥(T )H2(1 + η cosϕ) sin 2ϕ. (10)
3Here, η is again the phenomenological term representing
the additional order that already exists at 300 K (see
below and section I D of method section). We have also
explored cooling with Hfc in other directions. When
cooled in say Hfc ‖ a, the observed M⊥ vs. ϕ is a linear
combination of the two d-wave patterns discussed above.
Hence we infer that the two principal axes for field cooling
are xˆ ‖ (11¯0) and yˆ ‖ (110) (yˆ is identified later as the
axis favored by η).
The breaking of the underlying C4 lattice symmetry
implies that an additional order exists above TN . A first
clue comes from the existence of Ms above TN = 120 K.
Figure S10 (SI) shows the angular dependence of τs and
τ⊥ at 150 K. While τs (hence Ms) remains finite at 150
K and retains the same angular pattern seen at 5 K (see
Fig. S5 in SI), τ⊥ (hence M⊥) vanishes completely. The
differences imply that Ms and M⊥ are associated with
very different magnetic orderings.
To investigate this additional order, we examine the
paramagnetic term Mp which is strictly H-linear, with
an angular variation that remains unchanged from 5 to
300 K. Figure 4A plots τeven ( = τp) versus ϕ at T =
5, 150 and 300 K. The sinusoidal variation has the dis-
torted dipolar form (inset) that fits well to the expression
(Mp/H) cosϕ, where Mp has the form
Mp(T, ϕ) = χp(T )H(1 + η cosϕ) cosϕ. (11)
All its T dependence resides in the amplitude χp(T ) (Fig.
4B). The parameter η (nearly T independent) represents
the additional order that develops along y-axis, breaking
the underlying C4 lattice symmetry.
The symmetry breaking of handedness (chirality ω) to-
gether with the activated behavior of DWs of M⊥ sharply
distinguish octupolar from dipolar order. The existence
of the additional order parameter η which already ex-
ists at 300 K allows the system to assume two different
d-wave lobe patterns of M⊥. Exploring the mechanism
of symmetry breaking of handedness in octupolar order,
namely, what is the conjugate of the octupolar order pa-
rameter, as well as the origin of additional order η are
fruitful directions to pursue in the iridates.
4I. METHODS
A. Difference between the octupolar and the
dipolar order
In this section, we discuss the difference between the
octupolar order and the dipolar order in detail. As men-
tioned in the main text, since the Eu2Ir2O7 has inversion
symmetry and the quadrapolar order vanishes, the free
energy F and the magnetization M of the system can in
general be expressed as follows, viz.,
F = −Md ·H − χpijHiHj − ωijkHiHjHk (12)
Mi = M
d
i + χ
p
ijHj + ωijkHjHk (13)
≡ Mdi +Mp +M⊥ (14)
Here Md (vector) is the conventional dipolar order, χij
is the conventional paramagnetic susceptibility, and ωijk
(third rank tensor) is the octupolar order. Accord-
ingly, the magnetization can be written in terms of three
terms, the dipolar term Md, the paramagnetic term
Mp = χ
p
ijHj , and the orthogonal magnetization term
M⊥ = ωijkHjHk. While both Md and ωijk change sign
under time reversal operation, χij stays unchanged. In
a conventional antiferromagnet (AF)/ferromagnet (FM),
only the first two terms of Eq. 13, 14 are finite and the oc-
tupolar order ωijk is absent. Therefore, detection of the
orthogonal magnetization M⊥ = ωijkHjHk is the direct
evidence for the “hidden order” of the system.
Our torque magnetometry experiments detect magne-
tization perpendicular to the applied magnetic field along
z-axis, Mz = Ms + Mp + M⊥ with Ms ∝ H0 the field
independent term, Mp ∝ H the paramagnetic term, and
M⊥ ∝ H2 the orthogonal magnetization term.
Below, we show that the orthognal magnetization M⊥
detected in our experiments comes from the octupolar
order ωijk, and not from the contamination of the con-
ventional dipolar orderMd. In the conventional AF/FM,
the dipolar magnetization Md is simply represented as
the sum of local dipoles mi consisting the system, i.e.,
Md =
∑N
1 mi, with N the total number of the lattice
site. If Md =
∑N
1 mi = 0, then no magnetization can
be detected and orthogonal magnetization M⊥ = 0 rigor-
ously holds. More in general, if Md =
∑N
1 mi 6= 0, then
in principle Md can appear, if any, in the Ms term of our
experiment, and it can even take the highly nonlinear be-
havior like the case of Gd2Ti2O7 where the trivial “trans-
verse” magnetization Md = Mtrans can appear as a con-
sequece of the distortion of the spin configuration [23, 24].
However, if this were the case and M⊥ merely came from
the contamination of dipolar order Md for Eu2Ir2O7,
then the hysteretic behavior of Ms and M⊥ would have
been the same because they would have shared the same
sourceMd. However, as evidenced in Fig. 1D in the main
text, at 5 K, while M⊥ is completely frozen, showing no
hysteresis at all, Ms changes sign and manifests a large
hysteresis. The angular and temperature dependences of
the hysteresis curves of Ms and M⊥ also manifest com-
pletely different behaviors as shown in Fig. S4, S5 in
the supplement. Furthermore, as mentioned in the main
text, while Ms term persists above TN ∼ 120 K, and is
related to the phenomenological η term which is already
present at 300 K, orthogonal magnetization M⊥ emerges
only below TN = 120 K. These evidences sharply distin-
guish the different origins betweenMs andM⊥, excluding
the possibility of contamination of dipolar order Md into
orthogonal magnetization M⊥. We also note that while
M⊥ and Ms change sign under flippling the field cooling
direction, Mp does not, so the origin of M⊥ can easily be
separated out from the paramagnetic term Mp as well.
Another way to see that the orthogonal magnetization
M⊥ cannot be explained by the contamination of conven-
tional dipolar order Md comes from the comparison of
the relevant Zeeman energy scale. We contrast the case of
Eu2Ir2O7 where orthogonal magnetization M⊥ appears,
with the case of conventional AF Gd2Ti2O7 where the
trivial dipolar magnetization, previously called “trans-
verse” magnetization Md = Mtrans, appears due to the
distortion of spin configuration via the Zeeman energy. In
Gd2Ti2O7, the relevant macroscopic exchange energy is
Jeff ∼ TN ∼ 1 K (= 0.0866 meV) (microscopic exchange
energy is much higher than this) and the magnetic mo-
ment is ∼ 7 µB (= 7.28 meV at 9 T) [25]. Therefore,
under applied magnetic field, it is easy to distort the spin
configuration to induce the dipolar “transverse” magne-
tization Md = Mtrans normal to the applied magnetic
field. Indeed, in Ref. [24], Gd2Ti2O7 shows a sharp kink
∼ 3 T in torque data, signaling the distortion of the spin
configuration. Above ∼ 3 T, the local dipoles mi which
consist the system, tilt towards the direction of applied
magnetic field through the conventional dipolar coupling
−Md ·H to give a highly nonlinear dipolar “transverse”
magnetization Md = Mtrans =
∑N
1 mi that cannot be
decomposed into the simple polynomial form as seen in
Eu2Ir2O7 (see the data for Gd2Ti2O7 in Ref. [24] for
comparison). At sufficiently high enough applied mag-
netic field, every local magnetic dipoles completely align
towards the applied magnetic field, and the “transverse”
magnetization Md = Mtrans vanishes completely. By
contrast, in the case of Eu2Ir2O7, the relevant macro-
scopic exchange energy is Jeff ∼ TN ∼ 120 K (= 10.4
meV) (microscopic exchange energy is much higher than
this) and the magnetic moment of iridium ion Ir4+ is
< 1.1 µB (= 1.14 meV at 9 T) [26–28]. The Zeeman
energy induced by the magnetic field is too small to dis-
tort the spin configuration under experimentally accessi-
ble field up to 9 T. Indeed, our torque data fits to the sim-
ple polynomial form τ = αH+βH2+γH3 very smoothly,
showing that there is no distortion of the spin configu-
ration. This sharply distinguishes the case of Eu2Ir2O7
in which the orthogonal magnetization M⊥ = ωijkHjHk,
i.e., octupolar order ωijk, is observed, from the case of
Gd2Ti2O7 in which the trivial dipolar “transverse” mag-
netization Md = Mtrans is observed. See section I C for
more details.
5B. Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking of
Handedness (Chirality ω) in M⊥
In this section, we discuss the spontaneous symmetry
breaking of handedness (chirality ω) in the orthogonal
magnetization M⊥ in detail. As shown in previous sec-
tion I A, the orthogonal magnetization M⊥ = ωijkHjHk
is the thermodynamical manifestation of the octupolar
order ωijk. As shown in the main text, the measured
orthogonal magnetization M⊥ can be represented as fol-
lows, depending on the field cooling direction, viz.,
M⊥ = ωχ
yfc
⊥ HaHb (±y-axis field cooling) (15)
M⊥ = ωχ
xfc
⊥ HxHy (±x-axis field cooling) (16)
The magnetization response is along the direction orthog-
onal to the plane defined by aˆ and bˆ (or equivalently, xˆ
and yˆ), i.e. M is in the zˆ direction. Accordingly, we
call it M⊥. It should now be apparent that spontaneous
symmetry breaking happens. The free energy F in Eq. 12
does not dictate whether M⊥ is along +zˆ or along −zˆ
(both are allowed). However, in response to H applied
in the a − b plane, the system spontaneously selects one
direction. If the direction +zˆ is selected, the chirality
ω = +1. One cannot predict a priori whether H applied
strictly in the a− b plane gives rise to an M⊥ · zˆ > 0 or
M⊥ ·zˆ < 0. The existence of this spontaneous orthogonal
magnetization is the central message of our work.
We now contrast the foregoing with a conventional
AF where the “transverse” magnetization induced by H
seems to have engendered considerable confusion. The
applied H couples to individual subunit moments (e.g.
on Mn in MnF2) by the Zeeman energy Ez. Because
the moments cant towards the direction of H, there
is no spontaneous symmetry breaking of the type dis-
cussed above. Following convention, we call the magne-
tization of the two sublattices MA and MB (they are
nominally antiparallel). First, if H ⊥ (MA −MB), we
obtain a canting of both sublattice magnetizations to-
wards H, leading to a net magnetization “transverse”
to (MA −MB), namely Mtrans ⊥ (MA −MB). This
is a trivial Zeeman-driven “transverse” magnetization
whose direction is dictated by H. On the other hand,
if H ‖ (MA −MB), the Zeeman response is initially
weak. Increasing H leads to a spin-flop transition at
which MA −MB suddenly aligns perpendicular to H.
Above the spin flop, we again obtain the same “trans-
verse” magnetization Mtrans ⊥ (MA −MB). In both
orientations, there is no spontaneous symmetry breaking;
Mtrans trivially aligns with H. As discussed at length in
sections I A, I C, in the conventional AF Gd2Ti2O7, such
“transverse” magnetization has been previously observed
(the spin configuration distorts under applied magnetic
field H and generates the “transverse” magnetization,
see sections I A, I C for details). Crucially, the suppres-
sion of this Zeeman-induced coupling in Eu2Ir2O7 allows
the octupolar response to be observed.
Finally, the observed orthogonal magnetizations M⊥
in Eq. 15, 16 take two d-wave patterns when H is ro-
tated in the a − b plane as shown in Fig. 2 of the main
text. Such d-wave variation vs. ϕ with alternating signs
cannot be produced by the “transverse” magnetization
in a conventional AF.
C. Difference between M⊥ and Mtrans
In this section, we discuss in some detail how the or-
thogonal magnetization M⊥ observed in this work is dis-
tinct from the “transverse” magnetization Mtrans pre-
viously studied in the pyrochlore magnet Gd2Ti2O7 [23,
24]. Their origins and physical implications are very dif-
ferent. (In Refs. [23, 24], the notation M⊥ was used
for “transverse” magnetization Mtrans. Here we reserve
M⊥ for our orthogonal magnetization and use Mtrans to
represent the “transverse” magnetization for clarity.)
1. Review of Mtrans in references [23, 24]
Following Ref. [23], we write the Hamiltonian for a
pyrochlore magnet Gd2Ti2O7:
Hˆ = J
∑
<ij>
Si · Sj +D
∑
i
(ni · Si)2 −H ·
∑
i
Si. (17)
The first term in Eq. 17 is the Heisenberg interaction
term with J > 0. The sum runs over the nearest neigh-
bor sites. The second term is the single-ion interaction
term and the third term is the Zeeman coupling term in
applied field H. Si represents the spin on site i. ni (i =
1-4) are the local easy axes.
When D > 0, the single-ion term favors alignment of
the spin in the local easy plane normal to ni. However,
the Heisenberg and Zeeman terms favor Stet ‖ H, where
Stet =
∑4
i Si is the sum of the 4 spins in each tetra-
hedron. The two conditions can be simultaneously sat-
isfied when the applied H is small, in which case Stet
= H/2J , so no “transverse” magnetization Mtrans ap-
pears. However, since the first constraint restricts the
maximum possible value of Smaxtet to be smaller than the
saturation value of Ssattet = 4S, the Zeeman term causes
the spins to cant out of the local easy plane when H ex-
ceeds Hc = 2JS
max
tet . Hence Stet 6= H/2J , resulting in
the appearance of a “transverse” magnetization Mtrans.
With further increase in H, each spin fully aligns with H
(when H > Hsat), and Mtrans vanishes.
We note that the direction of Mtrans, induced by cant-
ing of the spins out of the local easy plane via Zeeman
coupling to H, is completely dictated by H. It is not
related to octupolar order, and does not involve sponta-
neous breaking of a discrete symmetry.
62. Orthogonal Magnetization M⊥
Next we describe the orthogonal magnetization M⊥
observed in our experiments.
1. The orthogonal magnetization M⊥ which develops
below TN = 120 K is given by Eqs. 15, 16. We
note that it involves the chirality ω multiplied by a
susceptibility χ, i.e., ωχ⊥. By contrast, the “trans-
verse” magnetization Mtrans is the normal compo-
nent of the magnetization induced by Zeeman term.
A key point of the orthogonal magnetization M⊥ is
related to the spontaneous symmetry breaking dic-
tated by the sign of the chirality ω, namely, despite
the field cooling along +y-axis (+x-axis) and −y-
axis (−x-axis) nominally gives no difference, the
sign of the order parameter, i.e. chirality ω changes
sign, breaking the symmetry. We emphasize that
the configurations of dipoles shown in Fig. S1 in the
supplement only serve as the symmetry constraint
of the octupolar order the system can take, and
the dipoles themselves are not our focus. In other
words, Eqs. 15 16 do not come from the canting of
the spins; M⊥ is not induced by a Zeeman term.
2. A sharp distinction between M⊥ and Mtrans is
shown by the hysteretic behavior. As shown in the
lower panels of Fig. 3 (main text) and in Fig. S6
(supplement), M⊥ does not show any hysteresis
below 30 K, whereas large hysteresis is observed be-
tween 30 K and 120 K. This is very different from
hysteresis caused by motion of conventional Bloch
domain walls.
3. Separation of M⊥ from other terms Ms and Mp.
The observed total magnetization Mobs is the sum
of three terms, viz. Mobs = Ms + Mp + M⊥.
All terms are perpendicular to the applied mag-
netic field. The only important contribution that
emerges from the octupolar magnetic order is M⊥.
We carefully separated out each contribution. It
is worth remarking that M⊥ does not arise from
Taylor expansion of the field independent magne-
tization Ms or the paramagnetic term Mp. First,
one can separate M⊥ from Mp. While M⊥ changes
sign if the direction of the field-cooling field Hfc is
inverted, Mp does not. This shows that the two
terms are distinct. Further, Ms is easily distin-
guished from M⊥ term by their qualitatively dif-
ferent hysteretic behavior versus field, angle and
temperature, as discussed in Sec. S4 in the supple-
ment.
D. Additional order η
In this section we discuss additional order η and its
relation to Ms, Mp, M⊥.
1. In addition to M⊥ related to octupolar order,
which develops below TN = 120 K, another or-
der represented by η (nearly temperature indepen-
dent), develops at least up to 300 K (η = 0.22),
suggesting the origin of η is related to higher en-
ergy scale.
2. The η develops along y-axis, breaking the under-
lying lattice symmetry between y-axis ([110]-axis)
and x-axis ([1-10]-axis), the two “equivalent” axes
if only lattice symmetry is considered.
3. The η couples to each of the terms Ms, Mp, and
M⊥, both below and above TN .
(a) Ms term (as well as Mp term) remains finite
above TN = 120 K (see Fig. S10 in the supple-
ment), above which M⊥ (namely, the octupo-
lar order) vanishes. This again implies that
Ms (and Mp) are unrelated to M⊥. Since the
only order parameter which exists above TN
= 120 K is η, we speculate Ms is intimately
related to η.
(b) The paramagnetic term Mp is perpendicular
to the applied magnetic field and show Curie-
Weiss like temperature dependence. In gen-
eral, the perpendicular paramagnetic term can
arise in any anisotropic system, and it itself is
a trivial effect. The paramagnetic term Mp
inherits the anisotropy of η, breaking the un-
derlying lattice symmetry of x-axis and y-axis.
(c) Since η persists above TN = 120 K, above
which M⊥ vanishes, the origins of η is dif-
ferent from M⊥. However, the fact that η
breaks underlying lattice symmetry between
x-axis and y-axis allows M⊥ to assume dif-
ferent d-wave patterns depending on whether
the field-cooling direction Hfc is along x-axis
(Eq. 16) or y-axis (Eq. 15).
4. An unusual anisotropy coming from η makes the
absolute value at ϕ = 0 ◦ (+y-axis) different from ϕ
= 180 ◦ (−y-axis) for M⊥ and Mp. This is anoma-
lous, as +y-axis and −y-axis should be the same
except for flipping the definition of the sign of the
applied magnetic field. We take this effect phe-
nomenologically by adding the term η cosϕ.
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FIG. 1: The pyrochlore lattice, orientation of the lab axes, and analysis of the torque signal. Panel A shows the lattice of the
pyrochlore Eu2Ir2O7. A sketch of the orientation of the lab frame xˆ, yˆ and zˆ relative to the lattice vectors a, b and c is shown
in Panel B. The axis of the torque cantilever is parallel to xˆ as indicated by the blue circle. With H (red arrow) in the a-b
plane at an angle ϕ to yˆ, the torque component detected is τx = MzH cosϕ. Panel C plots the H-odd component of the torque
τodd measured in field sweep-up (-9 → 9 T, red) and sweep-down (9 →-9 T, blue) scans at 5 K and angle ϕ = 0◦. In Panel
D, we plot τodd/H which is the sum of the orthogonal magnetization M⊥ (parabolic curve) displaced vertically by a constant
term Ms. The sign sgn(Ms) changes with sweep direction. By contrast, sgn(M⊥) which identifies ω is frozen (the parabolas
point “up” in both sweeps). See text.
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FIG. 2: The angular variation of τ⊥ ≡ M⊥H cosϕ and the effect of Hfc on the d-wave orientation of M⊥. Panel A displays
τ⊥ vs. ϕ obtained after cooling in Hfc ‖ −yˆ. The red curve is the expression M⊥ cosϕ ∼ (1 + η cosϕ) cos 2ϕ · cosϕ, which fits
the data well except near 90◦ and 270◦. The curve describes the skewed d-wave pattern with lobes directed along the x and y
axes (Panel B). The signs of the lobes are reversed if the sample is cooled with Hfc reversed in sign (‖ yˆ). The experiment is
next repeated with Hfc rotated to ‖ −xˆ. As shown in Panel C, the angular variation of τ⊥ is now different from Panel A. The
data fit well to the expression (1 + η cosϕ) sin 2ϕ · cosϕ. The polar representation (Panel D) shows a d-wave pattern rotated
relative to B, with lobes now directed along the a and b axes. The signs of the lobes are reversed if Hfc is reversed in sign. In
A and C, red (blue) symbols are data obtained in sweep-up (sweep-down) scans while black symbols indicate their average.
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FIG. 3: The hysteretic behavior and T dependence of the orthogonal magnetization M⊥. Panel A displays curves of τ⊥
measured vs. H at T = 60 K with ϕ fixed at 180◦ (lobe direction), after cooling in Hfc ‖ −yˆ. A large hysteresis exists
between the field sweep-up (-9 → 9 T, red curve) and sweep-down (9 → -9 T, blue) curves. The measurements are repeated
with Hfc ‖ −xˆ. Curves measured in the new lobe direction, ϕ = 45◦, are shown in Panel B. Panel C shows the T dependence
of the orthogonal susceptibility χ⊥ ∼M⊥/H2 inferred from sweep-up (red symbols) and sweep-down (blue) curves as shown in
Panel A (Hfc ‖ −yˆ). Their average (black symbols) grows like an order parameter below TN . Panel D shows the orthogonal
susceptibility vs. T inferred from curves as shown in Panel B. In both C and D, the hysteresis amplitude decreases very rapidly
below ∼ 80 K, becoming unresolved below 30 K.
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FIG. 4: The paramagnetic magnetization. Panel A shows the angular dependence of H-even component of the torque τeven
measured at 5, 150 and 300 K. The solid curves are fits to Eq. 11. Amplitude modulation caused by the parameter η supresses
the maximum at 180◦ relative to that at 0◦ (and 360◦). We estimate that η = 0.17 at 5K, 0.18 at 150 K, and 0.22 at 300 K.
The suppression is also apparent in the polar representation of the p-wave form in Mp shown in the inset. Panel B plots the
T dependence of Mp measured at ϕ = 180
◦. Mp decreases monotonically between 50 K and 300 K, aside from a kink feature
near TN (red and blue circles are Mp measured in sweep up and sweep-down scans; black circles are the average).
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Supplementary Information
S1. GROUP THEORETICAL
CONSIDERATIONS ON OCTUPOLAR ORDER
As discuessed in sections A, B of method section, the
observed orthogonal magnetization M⊥ = ωijkHjHk is
the thermodynamical manifestation of the octupolar or-
der ωijk. In this section, we use symmetry constrains
and group theoretical considerations to derive the spe-
cific form of the octupolar order ωijk. We pay atten-
tion to the experimental fact that the magnetically or-
dered state of Eu2Ir2O7 has ordering vector q = 0 [1].
Depending on the spin (local dipole) arrangements on
a tetrahedron unit cell, pyrochlore magnets can dis-
play a variety of q = 0 magnetic orders. While the
sum of local dipoles mi is zero, and the dipolar order
Md =
∑N
1 mi = 0 vanishes, the configuration of local
dipoles gives the symmetry constraints on the octupolar
order ωijk that is allowed. Unlike the dipolar order M
d
which is a vector, multipolar orders are mathematically
described by high-rank tensors that specify their trans-
formation laws under point group symmetry operations
acting jointly on the lattice and spin. On each tetra-
hedron, the 12 − 3 = 9 degrees of freedom for q = 0
magnetic order decompose into four different representa-
tions of the pyrochlore point group: A2, E, T1, T2. We
will focus on A2, a one-dimensional representation corre-
sponding to all-in-all-out magnetic order (shown in Fig.
1a), and T2, a three-dimensional representation corre-
sponding to the order shown in Fig. 1b.
The all-in-all-out magnetic order is identified with a
rank-3 tensor ωijk, with ωabc = ωacb = ωbac = ωbca =
ωcab = ωcba ≡ ω and all other components being zero,
where a, b, c are the three cubic axes. ωijk transforms
identically as the all-in-all-out order: for example, it is
invariant under three-fold rotation along the (111) axis
and changes sign under the two-fold rotation which sends
b→ −b, c→ −c.
The nonlinear magnetization of this state can be de-
duced by considering the free energy under an applied
field H. A unique term involving the product of the A2
order parameter ω and third order polynomials of H is
symmetry allowed:
F = χ⊥ωHaHbHc (S1)
Taking the derivative with respect to Hc yields the
orthogonal magnetization:
M⊥ = χ⊥ωHaHb (S2)
This gives rise to the d-wave signal observed when field-
cooled along y-axis.
On the other hand, the T2 order parameter has three
components denoted by the multiplet (ta, tb, tc). Us-
ing the fact that third-order polynomials of H with the
A2 T2
FIG. S1: (a) All-in-all-out order transforms in the A2 repre-
sentation (b) The three basis configurations of T2 order. The
far right configuration gives rise to the shifted d-wave pattern
observed when field-cooling along x direction.
T2 symmetry have the form (Ha(H
2
b − H2c ), Hb(H2c −
H2a), Hc(H
2
a −H2b )), we can form a scalar in the free en-
ergy with the following coupling:
F = χ˜⊥
[
taHa(H
2
b −H2c )
+tbHb(H
2
c −H2a) + tcHc(H2a −H2b )
]
. (S3)
The derivative of F with respect to H yields the mag-
netization to second order in the applied field:
Mc = χ˜⊥
[
tc(H
2
a −H2b ) + 2tbHbHc − 2taHaHc
]
. (S4)
Ma and Mb are obtained from Mc by permutation of
indices.
Mc, depicted in the last basis configuration of Fig. 1,
gives rise to the shifted d-wave signal observed when field-
cooled along x-axis.
S2. CRYSTAL GROWTH
Single crystals of Eu2Ir2O7 were grown by a KF flux
method from a polycrystalline sample prepared by solid-
state reaction of the appropriate mixture of Eu2O3 and
IrO2 powders (both of 4-nines purity). Using both pow-
der and single-crystal X-ray diffraction measurements, we
confirmed the growth of a single-phase crystal with the
pyrochlore structure with lattice constant a = 10.27 A˚.
The single crystal has a natural growth plane normal to
the [111] direction. The (111) planes meet along the [110]
axis. For details, we refer the reader to Ref. [2].
S3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The pyrochlore structure of Eu2Ir2O7 is comprised of
a network of corner-sharing tetrahedra, as shown in the
inset of Fig. S2B. The profile of the resistivity ρ vs. tem-
perature T shows a metal-to-insulator transition at TN ∼
120 K, below which the system orders magnetically (Fig.
S2B). A candidate for the magnetically ordered state is
the all-in-all-out state (AIAO) in which the 4 spins at
the vertices of a tetrahedron either point in or point out,
as shown in Fig S2C. The time-reversed partner of the
AIAO state is the AOAI state.
In our torque set-up, the cantilever is made of a 10 µm-
thick gold foil of length ∼ 5 mm and width ∼ 0.65 mm.
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The sample is glued to the cantilever with the [1,-1,0]-axis
and the [1,1,-2]-axis aligned parallel to the short and long
directions, respectively. The [1,1,1]-axis is perpendicular
to the cantilever plane (Fig. S2A).
The cantilever only detects the x-component of the
torque vector. We define the observed signal as τobs ≡
−~τ ·xˆ. The cantilever plane is aligned with the z axis
using a jig with wedge angle θ = arctan(1/
√
2) ∼ 35◦,
as shown in Fig. S3E. To vary the angle ϕ between H
and yˆ, the sample is rotated about the z-axis (see Fig.
S3D,E). To investigate the hysteretic behaviors, we apply
the field Hfc (fixed at 9 T) at 300 K, and cool the system
to 5 K before performing measurements.
S4. RESOLVING M⊥ FROM Ms AND Mp
The observed torque is written as
τobs = MzH cosϕ
= (Ms +Mp +M⊥)H cosϕ
= τs + τp + τ⊥, (S5)
where τs = MsH cosϕ (∝ H), τp = MpH cosϕ (∝ H2),
τ⊥ = M⊥H cosϕ (∝ H3). The H-odd and H-even com-
ponents are τodd = τs + τ⊥ and τeven = τp.
For illustration, we show in Fig. S3A the observed
τobs measured at 5 K with ϕ fixed at 0
◦. The dominant
contribution comes from the background paramagnetic
term τp ∼ H2. The asymmetry of the curves reveals
the presence of a finite τodd that is hysteretic (shown in
expanded scale in Fig. S3B). By antisymmetrizing the
curves in Panel A, we obtain the curves of τodd plotted in
Fig. S3C. As shown, both branches of τodd vs. H can be
closely fitted to the polynomial c1H + c3H
3 (fits shown
as thin black and magenta curves). The two terms are
identified with τs and τ⊥, respectively. At 5 K, τ⊥ is
nearly identical for both branches, i.e. all the hysteretic
behavior resides in τs. The temperature and angular de-
pendence of hysteretic behavior between τs and τ⊥ are
totally different as shown in Figs. S4, S5 (see Sec. S5).
S5. ANGULAR DEPENDENCE AND
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
We provide a detailed discussion of the angular depen-
dence of the three torque components and their hysteretic
behavior vs. T . We illustrate the important influence of
the field Hfc in which the sample is cooled from above
TN to 5 K.
A. Angular dependence and hysteresis
Figure S4 shows two groups of panels. The left panels
(group A) refer to measurements performed after field
cooling in the field Hfc ‖ −yˆ, while the right panels
(group B) show the same measurements performed after
cooling with Hfc in the reversed direction (+yˆ).
We will focus on the group A panels. The Panel
Aa shows the angular variation of the torque compo-
nent τ⊥ associated with the orthogonal magnetization
M⊥. The thin red curve is a fit to the expression
τ⊥ = M⊥H cosϕ ∝ H3 with M⊥ given by Eq. 9 in
the main text. Red (blue) circles are for field sweep-up
(sweep-down) curves while black circles denote their av-
erage. The component τ⊥ at 5 K is reversible when H is
swept between ±9 T for all values of ϕ (red and blue cir-
cles coincide within our measurement uncertainty). The
inset shows the d-wave pattern with positive lobe along
the +y axis.
Panel S4Ab shows the T dependence of M⊥ measured
at fixed ϕ = 180◦ in sweep-up (red circles) and sweep-
down (blue) curves as T is varied between 5 and 150 K
(black circles are their average). As T is raised above 25
K, the sweep-up points (red circles) deviate strongly from
the sweep-down points (blue). The hysteresis amplitude
∆M⊥ (defined as the difference between the two curves)
rises rapidly to a maximum near 70 K in a thermally
activated way (this is discussed in more detail below, in
Fig. S6). Between 90 and 120 K, the amplitude reverses
in sign. Above TN , M⊥ vanishes altogether within our
resolution.
Panel S4Ac shows the angular dependence of the back-
ground paramagnetic term τp measured at 5 K. No hys-
teresis is resolvable. The fit to τp = MpH cosϕ with Mp
given by Eq. 11 (main text) is shown as the red curve.
The angular pattern is dipolar as shown in the sketch.
The data for Mp measured at ϕ = 180
◦ for sweep-up
and sweep-down curves are plotted in Panel S4Ad. The
hysteresis amplitude ∆Mp is very small throughout. (We
believe the small finite values within the interval 60→100
K arise from errors in subtracting the contribution from
∆M⊥. See Figs. S5Ad and Bd below).
Panel S4Ae shows the angular dependence of τs at 5 K.
Unlike τ⊥, τs shows a very large hysteresis (red and blue
circles indicate sweep-up and -down, respectively). We
are not able to identify the unusual angular dependences
with an analytic form. The T dependence of Ms mea-
sured at ϕ = 180◦ shows that the hysteresis amplitude
is large below 60 K but becomes negligible as T → TN
(Panel Af).
The panels in group B of Fig. S4 are in exactly the
same sequence as the panels in group A. When Hfc is
reversed in sign, it causes both M⊥ and Ms to reverse
in sign (the magnitudes remain unchanged from group A
to our resolution). The signs of the lobes of the d-wave
pattern (inset in Ba) are now reversed. The chirality (see
Eq. 6 of main text) has the value ω = 1 (right-handed) in
Panel Aa (Hfc ‖ −yˆ). In Panel Ba, however, ω equals -1
(left-handed) for Hfc ‖ yˆ. The chirality ω changes from
+1 to -1 when Hfc is reversed.
In contrast, the sign of the paramagnetic term Mp is
unaffected by the field reversal (the sign of the dipole
pattern in Panel S4Ac is the same as in Bc).
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Figure S5 shows the same sequence of panels as Fig.
S4, but for the situation when the sample is cooled with
the field Hfc ‖ ±xˆ. The discussion closely follows that
above. The major difference is that the lobe direction of
the d-wave pattern is now rotated by 45◦ relative to the
previous pattern (see insets in Panels S5Aa and S5Ba).
The d-wave pattern is now desribed by M⊥ = χx⊥H
2(1 +
η cosϕ) sin 2ϕ.
For the orthogonal term, the hysteresis amplitude
∆M⊥ is large between 35 and 90 K, but again becomes
unresolvably small below 25 K (Panels S5Ab and Bb).
For the paramagnetic term, the hysteresis amplitude
∆Mp is unresolved from zero throughout the entire in-
terval 5 → 150 K (Panels S5Ad and Bd).
Finally, when Hfc is reversed (compare groups A and
B in Fig. S5), both M⊥ and Ms reverse their signs, but
Mp is unaffected.
B. Hysteresis amplitude ∆M⊥
Figure S6 shows the T dependence of the hysteresis
amplitude of the orthogonal magnetization ∆M⊥ (differ-
ence between M⊥ measured in the sweep-up and sweep-
down branches). Panels S6A and B plot, in semilog scale,
the values of ∆M⊥ measured after cooling in the field
Hfc ‖ −yˆ and −xˆ, respectively. The data below 70 K
fit well to a thermally activated form with gaps ∆ = 170
K and 220 K, respectively. Panels S6C and D show in
linear scale the T dependence of ∆M⊥ up to 150 K.
A finite amplitude ∆M⊥ reflects the diffusion of do-
main walls separating domains with d-wave patterns of
opposite signs in the non-equilibrium state created by
a field reversal. The rapid decrease of ∆M⊥ below 70
K suggests that the diffusion rate is exponentially sup-
pressed as T → 5 K. The reversible nature of the curves
of M⊥ (see Fig. 1D of main text) results from very strong
pinning of the domain walls at low T .
By contrast, the domain walls separating domains of
opposite sign of the field independent magnetization Ms
diffuse freely at 5 K, as evidenced by the large low-T
hysteresis amplitude shown in Figs. S4Af and Bf.
C. [1,0,0]-axis, [0,1,0]-axis field cooling
Figure S7 shows the angular dependence of the cu-
bic term of torque τ⊥ = M⊥H cosϕ for field cool-
ing along [1,0,0]-axis and [0,1,0]-axis. The curves
can be fitted using the linear combination of that of
[1,1,0]-axis (y-axis) field cooling and [1,-1,0]-axis (x-axis)
field cooling, namely, M⊥ = (1 + η cosϕ)(χ
y
⊥ cos 2ϕ +
χx⊥ sin 2ϕ) for [1,0,0]-axis field cooling and M⊥ = (1 +
η cosϕ)(χy⊥ cos 2ϕ − χx⊥ sin 2ϕ) for [0,1,0]-axis field cool-
ing, showing [1,1,0]-axis and [1,-1,0]-axis are the principal
axes.
D. [1,1,0]-axis, [1,-1,0]-axis field cooling, high
temperatures
Figure S8 shows the angular dependence of the cu-
bic term of torque τ⊥ = M⊥H cosϕ at 65K for field
cooling along [1,1,0]-axis and [1,-1,0]-axis. Although
the angular dependence of red and blue dots (sweep-
ing field up and down) show complicated behavior
due to the domain formation, the averaged curves
fit to M⊥=χA⊥(1 + η cosϕ) cos 2ϕ (for panel A) and
M⊥=χB⊥(1+η cosϕ) sin 2ϕ (for panel B), suggesting par-
tial ordering of the system.
E. Zero field cooling
Figure S9 shows the angular and temperature depen-
dence of the cubic term of torque τ⊥ = M⊥H cosϕ mea-
sured after zero-field cooling of the sample. We observe
two sets of behavior. In one set (Set 1), the orthogonal
magnetization M⊥ has an angular variation similar to
that obtained by field cooling with Hfc ‖ ±yˆ (but not
that obtained with Hfc ‖ ±xˆ). This suggests either a
residual memory from an early field-cooled run, or that,
when zero-field cooled, the domains spontaneously select
the d-wave pattern in Fig. S4Ab. In the second set of
zero-field cooled runs (Set 2), the observed M⊥ is close
to zero. This suggests the formation of domains with op-
posite signs of nearly equal weights, so that the torque
component τ⊥ mutually cancel nearly perfectly.
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FIG. S2: (A) Schematic of the orthogonal magnetization observed by torque magnetometry. The magnetic field H lies in
the a-b plane at an angle ϕ to the y-axis (≡[1,1,0]-axis). The cantilever detects only the torque component parallel to x-axis
(≡[1,-1,0]-axis). The total observed torque magnetization Mz is defined by τobs = MzH cosϕ. (B) The temperature dependence
of the resistivity ratio ρ/ρ300K . ρ shows a metal-to-insulator transition at TN ∼ 120 K. The inset shows the Ir atoms in the unit
cell of Eu2Ir2O7. The Ir atoms define a network of corner-sharing tetrahedra, which are arranged in the diamond configuration
within a pyrochlore unit cell. (C) Schematic of the AIAO (all-in-all-out) state and AOAI (all-out-all-in) state in the pyrochlore
unit cell. For clarity, the boundary of the unit cell is not shown. In each tetrahedron, the spins at the vertices either all point
“in” or“out”. AOAI and AIAO are time-reversed partners.
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FIG. S3: Hysteretic behavior of the observed torque measured at T = 5 K and tilt angle ϕ = 0. Panel (A) plots the total
observed torque τobs vs. H for sweep-up (red) and sweep-down (blue) field scans. The high-field region circled in red is shown
magnified in Panel (B). An abrupt jump occurs when the sweep direction is reversed at H = 9 T. Panel (C) shows the H-odd
component τodd of the trace in Panel (A) after antisymmetrization. τodd is the sum τ⊥ + τs. The hysteresis is identified as
arising entirely from τs ∼ H, whereas τ⊥ ∼ H3 is reversible. Fits to the polynomial c1H + c3H3 are shown as the thin black
and magenta curves. Panels (D) and (E) are schematics of the set-up for torque magnetometry. The crystal was mounted
on the cantilever with its [1,-1,0]-axis ([1,1,-2]-axis) parallel to the short (long) directions of the cantilever. The [1,1,1]-axis is
perpendicular to the cantilever. A jig with wedge angle θ = arctan(1/
√
2) ∼ 35◦ was employed to keep the cantilever plane
fixed at the angle θ to the z axis. The cantilever detects only the component of ~τ along the x axis.
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FIG. S4: The angular dependence of each of the 3 torque components τ⊥, τp and τs and their hysteretic amplitude versus T
observed when field-cooled in the field Hfc ‖ −yˆ (Panels in A) and ‖ yˆ (Panels in B). Panel Aa shows the d-wave like variation
of τ⊥ vs. ϕ at 5 K. The thin red curve is a fit to Eq. 9 of main text. The d-wave pattern varies with ϕ as cos 2ϕ with positive
lobe on the y axis (inset). Panel (Ab) shows the hysteresis vs. T with ϕ fixed at 180◦. The hysteresis amplitude is largest near
70 K, but becomes unobservable below 25 K. Panel (Ac) shows the trace of the paramagnetic term τp vs. ϕ at 5 K. The fit (red
curve) to Eq. 11 (main text) has the skewed dipolar form sketched in the inset. Panel (Ad) shows that the hysteresis is nearly
zero except for T between 60 and 100 K, where the small contribution comes from τ⊥ due to imperfect subtraction. Panel (Ae)
shows τs vs. ϕ at 5 K showing a pronounced difference between sweep-up (red circles) and sweep-down (blue) measurements.
Panel (Af) plots the magnitude of τs vs. T , which shows a large hysteresis below 60 K, a pattern opposite to that of τ⊥. When
field cooled with Hfc reversed (‖ yˆ), the curves of τp are nominally unchanged (Panels Bc and Bd). However, the curves for
τ⊥ (Panels Ba and Bb) and τs (Be and Bf) reverse their signs.
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FIG. S5: The angular dependence of the 3 torque components τ⊥, τp and τs and their hysteretic amplitude versus T observed
when field-cooled in the field Hfc ‖ −xˆ (Panels in A) and ‖ xˆ (Panels in B). The description here is closely similar to that in
Fig. S4 apart from the 90◦ rotation in Hfc. Panel Aa shows the d-wave like variation of τ⊥ vs. ϕ at 5 K. The thin red curve
is a fit to Eq. 10 of main text. The d-wave pattern varies with ϕ as sin 2ϕ with positive lobe on the a axis (inset). Panel (Ab)
shows the hysteresis vs. T with ϕ fixed at 45◦. The hysteresis amplitude is largest near 70 K, but becomes unobservable below
30 K. Panel (Ac) shows the trace of the paramagnetic term τp vs. ϕ at 5 K. The fit (red curve) to Eq. 11 (main text) has the
skewed dipolar form sketched in the inset. Panel (Ad) shows that the hysteresis amplitude is zero. Panel (Ae) shows τs vs. ϕ
at 5 K showing a pronounced difference between sweep-up (red circles) and sweep-down (blue) measurements. Panel (Af) plots
the magnitude of τs vs. T , which shows a large hysteresis up to TN . When field cooled with Hfc reversed (‖ xˆ), the curves of
τp are nominally unchanged (Panels Bc and Bd). However, the curves for τ⊥ (Panels Ba and Bb) and τs (Be and Bf) reverse
their signs.
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FIG. S6: The T dependence of the hysteresis amplitude ∆M⊥ (difference between M⊥ measured in sweep-up and sweep-down
curves). The semilog plot in Panel (A) shows that, below 70 K, ∆M⊥ is thermally activated with gap ∆ ∼ 170 K (observed with
Hfc ‖ −yˆ). The gap is larger (220 K) when field cooled with Hfc ‖ −xˆ (Panel B). Panels C and D show plots of ∆M⊥ vs. T
for the two directions of Hfc displayed in linear scale. The red curves are plots of the thermally activated form ∼ exp (−∆/T ).
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FIG. S7: Angular dependence of cubic term of torque τ⊥ = M⊥H cosϕ under field cooling along [1,0,0]-axis (Panel A) and
[0,1,0]-axis (Panel B). Red and blue solid circles represent data taken in field sweep-up and field-down scans, respectively. Black
circles are their average.
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FIG. S8: Angular dependence of cubic term of torque τ⊥ = M⊥H cosϕ under field-cooling with field along [1,1,0]-axis (y-axis)
(panel A) and [1,-1,0]-axis (x-axis) (Panel B) at 65K. Red and blue solid circles represent data taken in field sweep-up and
field-down scans, respectively. Black circles are their average.
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FIG. S9: Angular (panel A) and temperature dependence (panel B) of cubic term of torque τ⊥ = M⊥H cosϕ under zero-field
cooling. We observe two sets of behavior. In one (Set 1), the angular variation of M⊥ is similar to that in Fig. S4Ab. This
suggests that the sample retains some memory of an earlier field-cooled run. In the other set (Set 2), the observed τ⊥ is very
small, suggesting that the domain volumes with opposite signs are nearly equal in weight. This results in nearly complete
cancellation of the orthogonal magnetization. Red and blue solid circles represent data taken in field sweep-up and sweep-down
scans, respectively. Black circles are their average.
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FIG. S10: Hysteretic behavior of the observed torque measured at T = 150 K (> TN = 120 K) and tilt angle ϕ = 0. Panel (A)
plots the total observed torque τobs vs. H for sweep-up (red) and sweep-down (blue) field scans. Parabolic behavior coming
from paramagnetic term Mp dominates the signal with small tilt coming from contribution of Ms term. Panel (B) shows the
H-odd component τodd of the trace in Panel (A) after antisymmetrization. Fits to the polynomial c1H + c3H
3 are shown as
the thin black and magenta curves. c3 vanishes reflecting that no M⊥ term exists above TN = 120 K. Panel (C) plots the
angular dependence of τs = MsH cosϕ. Ms persists above TN , having different origin from M⊥. Panel (D) plots the angular
dependence of τ⊥ = M⊥H cosϕ, which shows vanishing values, showing no M⊥ exists above TN .
